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From Tariff Tactics to Economic War; Prep for Unintended Consequences 
 

 US and Chinese trade headlines might reach a crescendo in late June at the G-20 Summit.  We can’t rule out 
positive outcomes and don’t argue that bilateral trade between the two countries is singularly decisive for the 
world economic and investment outlook.  Likewise, we don’t argue with the reasoning for why the trade 
negotiations have so far failed. However, we continue to see markets as unprepared for the heightened 
risk of a prolonged economic struggle that could extend beyond the two economies. 

 Last night, the US delayed implementation of an effective US commerce ban with Chinese telecom firm Huawei 
by 90 days. While Huawei (and ZTE before it) have been tied in some ways to US sanctions on Iran, China 
views these US actions as a definitive effort to limit its technological progress and long-term growth.  

 Reports that the US Commerce Department has deemed certain autos imports a national security threat (with 
the administration delaying action by 6 months)  leaves the impression that protecting domestic industries rather 
than opening foreign markets is at least equally acceptable to the US administration. President Trump has 
tweeted “tariffs will bring in FAR MORE wealth to our Country than even a phenomenal (trade) deal of the 
traditional kind.” 

 The US and China have very large domestic economies and many trading partners other than each other. 
Gross trade between the two is less than 4% of their average GDP. This activity can gravitate to other trading 
partners in time, mitigating global economic impact as the two “dis-integrate.” However, we still see greater 
risk for the most trade exposed companies than we did even a month ago. 

 Some market commentators have focused on the severity of corrections in certain sensitive market segments in 
the past three weeks.  However, with a large rally since late December still intact, we see plenty of trade 
optimism left in certain asset markets.  

 Regardless of their long-term positive return prospects, the US semi-conductors index (components widely used 
by Chinese electronics firms) lost just 14% of its value after a 48% rally since late December.  A separate index 
of the most China-exposed US firms has lost 6% in the past three weeks after rallying 34% since late 
December.  Such readings informed our decision to dial down certain equity exposures in the past month. 

 Given heavy costs and a terrible performance record for wholesale market timing, now may be an appropriate 
time to consider lower cost portfolio hedging options. 

 
Still Plenty of Trade Optimism After Declines 

Ever since Donald Trump's presidential campaign began, investors have had to process the duality of "pro-business" and 
"protectionist" US policies. Markets have rarely been able to countenance both at the same time, leading to lurches in 
growth expectations, even in US domestic markets, most acutely in 2018. 

Once again, the uncertainty over "protectionist" or "dealmaker" will likely become an acute risk over the coming months.  

As we documented in the past two bulletins (May 6 and May 13) and Quadrant, we believe the probability of a meaningful 
trade accord being reached at any point between China and the US has significantly diminished. This is even as one 
cannot confidently estimate the probability of a breakthrough being reached by the two country's presidents during a likely 
meeting in late June. Before then, investors should brace for additional actions from both sides to exert pressure, 
including a likely announcement of a future implementation date for the largest new US tariffs to date.  
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As we noted in our last bulletin, a widening and lasting tariff escalation could drive as much as a 10% drop in global 
corporate profits, with Chinese firms suffering somewhat more than US firms, yet with impact initially felt widely across 
many economies. This is not a "critical blow," but assumes that there are no further, unintended consequences. However, 
having just suffered an expansion-threating tightening of financial conditions late last year - with the US yield curve now 
again narrowly inverted - policymakers would be best to avoid taking risks with new shocks.  

 

Huawei’s Warning 

A decision last week to effectively ban US commerce with Chinese “champion” telecom equipment maker Huawei on 
national security grounds - with a 90 day delay in implementation announced last night - points to wider US aims than 
using tariffs as a negotiating tool to pry open China's markets for greater US exports. The US has long deemed Huawei a 
potential strategic tool of the Chinese government and it seeks extradition of Huawei's CFO from Canada on charges 
related to violating US sanctions on Iran. However, observers can easily argue that the US openly blurs national security 
and economic security. The clearest example may be the US Commerce department's reported decision to label select 
auto imports to the US from allied nations a national security threat. This issue alone likely limits cooperation from Europe, 
Japan and others in confronting Chinese Intellectual Property practices. Last week, the US decided to postpone actions 
related to autos imports for six months, ostensibly to focus efforts on China first.  

In our view, China does not see the Huawei dispute - or a previous one with ZTE - in any way distinct from trade aims. 
While perhaps inevitable, Chinese negotiators believe that accepting negative impacts on Huawei is to accept limitations 
on Chinese technological innovation generally. According to press reports, China is exploring its own potential bans on 
critical component exports to US firms. This could spread negative economic impact beyond tariffs. As other forms of 
retaliation to tariffs, we could see "consumer boycotts" of US goods and efforts to curtail the $40 billion US services trade 
surplus with China. 

In our view, even as both sides ramp up pressure to show each other the scale of negative consequences in the event of 
“no deal,” certain deal terms would be deemed too costly for each side to accept.  

 

What to Do Now 

In general, what is likely occurring is an acceleration of strategic economic competition between the US and China.  How 
exactly this plays out over the long-term is beyond the scope of this bulletin.  However, we see some practical things 
investors should consider for portfolios in light of certain increased risks. 

1) Manage the scale of direct exposures to US/China trade.  As Figures 1 and 2 show, there are particular firms 
with shares caught closely in the cross-hairs of this bi-lateral dispute (please contact us for component lists).  We 
don’t argue that a trade resolution and rebound in these shares is impossible. Many have long-term positive 
growth prospects. Today they have rallied on the Huawei Commerce delay. But one should be clear about their 
potential portfolio exposure and impact.  

2) We recently reduced our global equity allocation with these country-level risks in mind, keeping our full allocation 
to global fixed income, with an increased quality focus.  Why not shed the entire equity exposure?  Figure 3 
shows why. Equity market gains and losses are historically clustered closely together, confounding forecasts and 
trade timing.  In the past two decades, missing just 20 days out of 10 years would have produced negative 
returns on average for US equities, for what was otherwise the best performing asset class. 

3) We don’t advocate permanent equity and credit market hedges.  The cost, valuation and market outlook matters. 
However, as we discussed in our last bulletin, with financial markets now pricing trade risks as modest and 
temporary (with implied volatility falling in price sharply in 2 months) hedging now implies a favorable risk/reward 
(see Figure 4). (How a hedge is implemented is highly dependent on individual client circumstances and 
preferences.  Please consider discussing with your Private Bank Investment Counselor). 
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 Figure 1: Huawei’s suppliers have underperformed  Figure 2: China-exposed equities relative to MSCI World 

 

 

Source: Factset, Haver Analytics as of May 21, 2019. 

 
Figure 3: The costs of poor market timing are severe 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CPB Global Investment Lab as of May 21, 2019. 

 
Figure 4: Term structure of volatility remains inverted 

 

Source: Factset, Haver Analytics as of May 21, 2019. 

Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the 
performance of any specific investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary. All forecasts are expressions of 
opinion and are subject to change without notice and are not intended to be a guarantee of future events. 
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